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elcome to the first issue of
the Canberra Monaro N
Scale Group ‘s new
quarterly newsletter “The Upper
Quadrant”.
The aim of this newsletter is to
provide member who may not be
able to attend
meetings with a
more
visual
guide to what
took place, this
is not going to
replace
the
official meeting
minutes merely
augment them.
Within this issue
we will have a wrap up of show and
tell from the May meeting along
with some photos from the running
day and a calendar of upcoming
events.

For future issues I would invite all
club members to think about what
they could contribute to the
newsletter in the form or content
which could be anything from how
to articles, product or event reviews
or even an interesting photo with a
bit of a story to go with it.
Why “The Upper
Quadrant”? As
you can see from
the banner at the
top of this page
t h e re
is
a
resemblance to a
semaphore signal
indicating a clear
line ahead which
aside from being
relevant railway terminology is also
where the club currently sits in that
we have a clear path into the
unknown.
David Bird
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Top: Cattle near the yard lead at the end of industry row.
Centre: British wagons sitting in the fiddle yard. Models are by Peco. Photo credit’s: David Bird

T

he Club ran trains at the Mulga Scout Hall,
Richardson, on 12 and 13 May 2018. Although a cold weekend, set-up commenced at
around 10:00am. It was not until shortly before
12:00pm that the first trains began running.

The hat was passed around at 12:00pm and by
12:30pm we had piping hot quality pizzas from Isabella Plains Take-away and Pizza. The monthly Club
meeting followed shortly after 1:00pm going through
until around 2:15pm. At this time Phil commenced his
painting demonstration. Peter Shum was running late,
however a number of members extracted some good
information and tips in one on one sessions with both
Phil and Peter.
While night running was available, most people departed at around 5:30pm, leaving Pat to run trains in
complete silence to around 6:15pm, nice.
Sunday got off to a slow start, coinciding with
Mother’s Day. The opportunity was taken to change
out the internal corner with an internal corner that
Tom laid track on. Verdict, besides a few gaps at joins
was all good, trains ran OK on it. While brass kit assistance was scheduled at 1:00pm, Greg White provided advice and tutoring to anybody that stopped
past the table on the day. Heard some very construc-

tive conversations going on there covering the broad
depth and breadth of what is our hobby.
Lunch was ordered in again, Pizza for something different, although Isabella Take Way does not open on
Sundays, so we ordered from Chisholm Take
Away. Quality fantastic yet again. Left over change
from lunch went into the operating cup, about $17 on
Saturday, $16 for Sunday.
CRC-2-26 was added to the inner main on the Saturday, which lubricates, improves electrical connections
and reduces corrosion. It seemed to cause no issues,
so was applied to the outer main on the Sunday.
The layout was disassembled shortly after 3:00pm.
There has to be a better way to take the layout down.
Unfortunately we seem to have reverted back to a single work group, which is not efficient. Notwithstanding, I was bushed, and that mode suited me on the
day, being quite relaxed and unrushed, which I savoured. We will have to work on a methodology for
doing this. From what I observed I think the process,
for further refinement and development is:

Set-up
1.

Establish Industry Row, joining modules finger
tight. (Team 1)

Running Weekend Continued…

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Get modules on four legs up and on their legs.
(Team 2)
Add modules that only need two legs to four leg
modules (Team 1 & Team 2 - Divide up multiple units between teams) - Fyshwick, Royalla,
Burbong.
Fit corners
Assign two teams of two levellers, starting on
Industry Row and working in either direction.
One person to connect connectors on back track.
One person to connect running main joiners.
Establish connecting track for the break.
Electrical and Bus connections.

Pack-up
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Disconnect electrical connections.
Disconnect corners and 600 modules to provide
access to the rear area.
Separate out larger elements, i.e. Industry Row,
Fyshwick, Burbong, etc.
Assign teams to remove legs, stow cables and
remove control panels.
Unbolt larger assemblies, down to last 4 legged
module.
Remove modules to trailers.

Overall, the weekend offered relaxed running with
relaxed casual conversation for all those in atten-

dance. Lots of great ideas were shared, some of which
we can take and develop further. The lift-up module
was bought to the session and proposed that we try it
at the next Scout Hall Running Day to understand the
issues associated with the current module.
Other ideas shared:

Rationalise the layout to single systems,

module joints (butt or joiner, I prefer Fyshwick
Butt joints),

move from bolted connections to square slide in
legs (bolts take too long)

Change all T-nuts and bolts to the same metric
size bolts

Minimised use of bolts/reliance on tools, or using wing nutted bolts could aid assembly and packing up.

Try using clamped diagonals on the legs to provide better stability to the assembled layout.
I noticed the sky boards have sustained some damage
and may require resin or two pack filler repairs.
Thank you for your continued enthusiasm and interest. Keep the good ideas coming.
Pat Gagel

12 Mile Creek
Tom Dowling showed the members in attendance the new 12 Mile Creek module
“This module was built as part of my home layout. It was to be one of many sections that could be removed and replaced by
others. It fitted between two end loops and joining faces were built using the AusTrak standards. It operates as a single AusTrak module.
To be different to many of the other CMNSG modules that I have built and helped build over the past 20 years, I created this
one as a below base-level scene using a waterway and bridges. Also I deviated the track not to be just straight lines. I have
only recently added the scenery which is not quite complete. Still more detail to add so as to enhance the features. People
and vehicles will feature.”

Baltimore & Ohio
Phil Hastie showed his new Baltimore & Ohio heavy weight passenger car set, plus the separately available RPO. The cars are made by Micro-Trains.
Phil has also ordered the observation car and a Fox Valley models GE GEVO decorated in a
B&O inspired livery.

Show & Tell Continued…

Canberra 1914
Pat Gagel showed his 1914 Canberra Station in styrene. Pat is developing a
Canberra modular layout, including Kingston industrial area down to Powerhouse, and bridge over the Molonglo.
“So today I showed everybody my model of the 1914 Canberra Railway Station.
I originally wanted to model my hometown station of Queanbeyan, but another member is already doing that one. Reluctantly, I decided that I would
build Canberra Station, even though I'm not a huge fan of the current station.
Thanks to information shared by both Ross Balderson and Col Fuller, I found
out that Canberra has quite a rail history, including a 1914 Station (based on
NSWGR A6), a 1927 Station (uniquely Canberra for the time), later extended
in 1942, and the current 1963 station.
Furthermore, there was a rail link to Civic, well for just under 18 months,
when the bridge over the Molonglo River was washed away in spring 1923.
The railway principally transported construction material for the new buildings in Civic. There was also a narrow gauge railway, running small Kitson 06-0 locomotive on a line that ran from the Yarralumla Brickworks to Old Parliament House, Canberra Hotel (Hyatt), and The Kingston Powerhouse (on the Wentworth Avenue side). Following the
washout of the bridge, the narrow gauge was extended to Civic crossing the Molonglo on the current Parliament House/War
Memorial axis.
A special thank you to Col Fuller for his interest and wealth of knowledge on the topic.”

Australian Rolling Stock Kits
David Bird presented his NSW Rolling Stock that have been built from commercially available kits, there was two PRX
cement hoppers, a HLX louvered van, an unfinished NRY ice reefer and the CW cattle wagon sparked the interest in Australian kits.
The PRX kits are from Peter Boormans Workshop, the HLX and the NRY are from N-Trains and the CW is from Phil
Badger. Below the kits are from Left to right: HLX, CW, PRX and NRY

At the following meeting David Bird
presented some more NSW Rolling
Stock that have been built from commercially available kits, there was an S
Truck and a KHG Guards Van long
with the now completed NRY reefer.
Both the S truck and the KHG are Peter Boorman kits.

Show & Tell Continued…

New Layout Mock up
Peter Dinham explained that when he moves to his
downsized home in 2019 he has a small 'workshop' area
at the head of a one car garage. This area measures 1.9m
deep by 2.9m wide which is not sufficient for his third
and last layout. He explained his initial concept which
he presented to a recent NMRA meeting and as a result
of comments and other feedback he had come up with
another concept using a multi deck approach with a helix. The layout would be structured around the walls of
the 'workshop' area with a helix in one corner.
The overall size of the layout could be increased by having hinged folding wings which could be lowered into
position for running occasions. Lift out sections could
provide the link between both folding wings and allow
ready access to the centre of the layout. A concept plan
was passed around and a 3D model was displayed to
demonstrate the concept. A comment from David Bird
was that rather than have a helix and multi decks, keep
the layout to one level but have raised track levels.
The Pictures show the cardboard mock up Peter has
built. The bottom photo has one side of the layout folded
up for storage.

Corrugated Iron
Matthew Davies demonstrated a tool for making corrugated iron from
metal foil and explained how the foil from the necks of wine bottles is easier
to work with and stronger than household tin foil due to its thickness.
The tool is available from Brunel Hobbies and comes in various scales (HO
model pictured at right.

http://www.brunelhobbies.com.au/ironmaker/ironmaker.htm

About Show & Tell
Members are invited to show off their latest work and/or purchases at club meetings. All items presented for Show & Tell
will be photographed and a short blub will be written to accompany the photos. This blub will come from the meeting minutes. Members are encouraged to provide additional information for inclusion in The Upper Quadrant.
Note: all content (text, photographs, diagrams etc) must be either your own work or be free for use.

